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ro ono, so I am told, vants to hear vcry nueh moro about gran :mar,

Po:haps that is by 1 have called the grara;Par that I porst, in wanting to

talk with you about -- a grammar for storytelling. I-will try to get to

the storytelling part veryluickly.

I could have called this gramar a self-generating gramar. In

a sense, all grammar is self-generating; that is, gramAar starts in the

spoken words and sentences of people -- of infants, children, adults,

all of us. Grammar begins in our perceptions of things and pctioyA that

we see, hear, smell, taste, and touch in the real world allund us.

The grammar that I speak of is semantically oriented in that it

co:MG1-1 the !and of LI.:anini; th4.L in rk,c.;;L ors ha;

become the province of the New Semantics. Ft,eaninq has its foundations in

our perceptions, for,' every waking our of our lifc,we see, hear, siell, taste

and touch -- nouns, verbs, and adjectives, even adverbs and participles;

and we use these classes of words to organize our world -- to give meaning

to it. Stories are one of the ways in which we organize our world and

give neaning to it, and it is with perceivable nouna and verbs that we

take our first steps in storytelling. What did the ball do? Where did

mother go?

Thus, I could have called this gramar prculion-basod,

senanticallv-orienteq, and self-rnratini;. It is all of these.

Having been warned about the reaction to the word annar in a

7,:etinr; such ns to r. t, thir vord hchino TAcIcly 41nd go

Oh to talk about children 1;Qc, twst.e, anu touch and

11.
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how they can 4.,alk alikrat 1 'n " 4 ) but I must add this

rtuch mom about thin grsmnr that 1 tm troatir; here e7er ao alight)y. It

Iv .baed, as I hove sl:ecU, on Lla r ttr lficulttles, but ite pedigree

goes b%ck into traditional groA.r. N'AIns do, in fa,A, name things --

living and nen-)iving. Noans what the traditional gram:matins

say they name -- events, epc:r;en,,s, cuid so on. And, as the

traditional gram mare suggest, vnrbs .lame actions, tuld adjectives name

qualities, that we perceive, er rct least tyiki we peroeive in things, But

we knot~ that in school tho rult,s tbrA traditional grwualrs set

forth really lead nowhere, or this reason, traditional grammare quickly

become handbooks of social usage.

Is structural grauatir in tie pedigree of thin gramar for

storytelling? Well, of course, because we all compose in sentences, and

sentences have structures. But structural grammar is, essentially,

decoding process -- suitable chiefly for decoding unknown languages,

including those discovered on the barks of tropical trees. Using

structural analysis to decode the sentences of our friends, family,

classmates, and textbook authors leads mainly to the somewhat unspectacular

discovery that they, too, are using the English language.

A grarmar for storytelling would never have been derived without

the insights of generative galiLnr, but the transformational aspects of

generative grammar seem out, of place in an elementary classroom, which may

not always be the best place in which to speculate -- at least aloud or in

print -- about how sentences can be transformW.

The grammar that I call a "grammar for storytelling" Jo, in fact,

just it;'t%:,: a for telling Lkwrie.3 -- A .t:or eQT:positle,
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Whatever each of us may think about &naval', about how, or if, to

teach it, wo can agree, I suspect, that the most fascinating thing in the

univers)is the human tdnd. Can we not also agree that the chief tAirpose

and joy of education lie in unlocking the minds of young people? Language

is, of course, the key to the human mind.. I suggest, then, that we listen

more to the voice of the child in the class -- a voice that is too often

stilled --'and that we let the child use the langlage that he knows to

organize the world that he sees around him.

Life -- the perceptions that swarm around us, like William James'

famous fly -- is chaos until wo structure it with language. These things,

actions, qualities that we perceive around us do. not oven become reusable

units of experience until ue at least name them. The black object buzzing

around the august head of William James is nothing really "thinkable" until

the human mind traps it --.and all things like it,-- in the magical web of

meaning that we call language, until we give it a name; until it becomes a

fl z. Once this black buzzing object becomes a fly, it also becomes a noun.

Wouns have the power to do or to bo in fact, to create sentences. So

man has imposed the structure of language upon the universe -- to make his

world useful and essentially joyful, to give it meaning. You probably know

from your own experience that very young children need to know the names of

things if they are to work with these things -- play with them, classify

them, compose with them,

So, if we would have the success rather, the happiness of

unlocking the mhids of the young, wo do so with language. Our jobs' would

seett to be, thereforul to provide occasions in which children use language

r2sponsively and dP-alibrateiy, for a clear-cut ivrpose.

In a dialogue, as in any easual conversation that he may have with a

friend, a child nuts language orally to compose within a context of time
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and space. He may or may not use what we call a septenco.

I believe that if a child does not learn the concept of a

pmtence before and as he Ounces into the writing system, then the

concept of the sentence may elude him forever. Basle "readers" are

not the place to learn this concept. For a sentence is more than

group of words that begins with c capital letter and ends with a

mark of some kind.

So, we must begin by creating occasions for children to use

grammar to compose sentences -- orally, at first.

On the sheets (see attached) that I will now hand out, I have tried

to suggest the steps in a process of composing -- a process that begins

orally, starting with the perception of a thing.

We could, of course, begin with any thinly, -- a thing that we all can

perceive in a classroom perhaps -- a thing that can be seen, touched,

tasted, heard, or smelled. put working with controlled printed material

that can be perceived visually is the most practical method to use in

the classroom.

So, let's look at. Frame 1.

What do you see?

Well, to begin below the language level -- if one can conceive of

such an area of mental activity -- we see an experience (in this instance

a representation of one on the paper in front of you). This experience

haa a tail and a mustache. We have seen this experience before and

expect -- perhaps even hope! -- to see it again in one way or another.

It is a recurring unit of experience. Because it is a recurring unit

of experience, we humans have given it a name -- in English the word

;ion. It is also a noun. Here is a thing that we can ask the child

to name.
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This thing happens to have what wo call life. It is a living thing.

Nut all things, living or non-living -- all nouns -- have the power to

do or to ho. All things have what I call Noun Pont.

This lion has Noun Pwor. No will see what he can do.

In Frame 2, we perceive -- in addition to a thing, an action,

another recurring unit of experience, to which we give the name run.

Here, also, we can take a giant stop and organize our perceptions

with language. Wo can say, "The lion runs." When we do this -- when

the child answers the question, "What do you see?' he is using nouns

and verbs to compose a sentence.

In Frame 3, wo have used another kind of sentence to organize a

perceived experiemo. In this kind of sentence we use asidecliml --

not to tell stories but to try to tell the truth about something.

We can classify this lion as a thing, as a noun, in a:numborsdf

ways -- a living thing, one that can move, one that can be counted. We

can compare him with other nouns with respect to his powers and his

qualities. We could start' eliciting sentences with is -- what I call

truthtellin sentences: What is the lion? We can ourselves, or a

child.

The lion is a living thing.

The lion is an animal.

The lion is tan, big.

The lion is bigger than a mouse.

The lion Is like a leopard.

Then, moving toward personal opinion and away from perceived,

testable, or irrefutable truth, we got:

The lion is horrible -- or beautiful.

The lion is the king of the beasts.
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This way of organizing our world -- using sentences with bo.

embraces the so-called cognitive skills -- classifying, for examae --

and also may include, as you can see, metaphor -- (not as far amy

from primary-grade classifying exercises as one might think). Flom

the viewpoint of composition, this direction also moves us toward

expository writing -- stating a truth or an opinion and defending it

before others. I would carry this direction only to the edge of

exposition in the early grades. I would concentrate, instead, on

the direction of storytelling, of narrative, as I try to sugget on

page 2.

Here, finally, we come to storytelling.

Our world as we view it has a narrative structure -- inescapably --

as we move from birth to death. With every passing minute, wherever

we find ourselves, we recognize the narrative strilture of the world --

that it is a world full of stories, real and make-believe. We see our

own life as a story; history as a story; even humanity as a story.

This narrative way of organizing our world is also the simplest, most

natural., and most interesting structure within which children can

compose.

In Frame 2 when we ask "What do you see?" or "what does the lion do?"

and the child organizes his poriBtiptions, and responds with "The lion

runsv, we have a sentence. We hew) a self-generated sentence --

composed responsively and deliberately, generated by the child using a

visually perceived real experience.

Whether or not we want to use the terms nouns and verbs with

children so that we can talk about those terms, think about them,

generalize about them, we have begun to develop in the child a sense of
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the sentence. Parts of speech aro, of course, names themselves, and

wo agree that once wo have given anything a nano it becomes more useful

to us; so at some point we want to introduce namoS, these grata atical

terms. They will become known, named parts of the childronis self-

generated sentences. We can talk about Noun Power the power of

nouns to take verbs. The child will then be able to think of nouns

performing actions, real or imagined, in his own sentences. Thus the

world becomes organized, workable, and open to the child as he catposes

in an elementary classroom.

Please look once more at the storytelling sentence in Frame 2, page

1. Here, we can move beyond organizing perceptions -- into storytelling,

We all toll stories -- real or imagined -- in the past tense. Stories

are usually about what has happened. The "historical present" is a tense

used chiefly by sportscasters telling us what, on TV anyway, we can

already see for ourselves. Our reading programs are filled with the

present tense, to be sure, but tho present tonsa usually appears in

readers, you will notice, in sentence& that are part of a conversation --

in dialogue sentences. Check most "readers' and you will discover a

perpetual fear and loathing of a verb in the past tense (except said and

asked). Tfmn we wonder why children have trouble writing verbs in the

past tense! There is also In reading program;; a special and unroasonable

loathing of the so-called irregular verbs, although orally a child uses

an irregular verb in the past, tense more than perhaps any other form,ef

verb.

So in our grammar for storytelling we Antrodueo tho past tense- -

that exotic verb ran: The lion ran. Here grammar and composition meet:in

storytelling -- in what 1 call a narrative sentence. The world of reality
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and make-believe, of memory and imagination, the world of reporting and

literature -- all meet in this single sentence, composed by a child. We

have unlocked the mind of a child. Ho will toll us his own stories.

Now we are off, and running. What else can a lion do? What other

verbs can this noun take? What stories can we tell about the lion? The

lion roared. The lion smiled. The lion ate a fish, sang for his supper,

chased a man.

As you can see from the outline, Step II (Page 2), the narrative

sentence is essentially geared not only to action but to time and space.

Those elements of narration which newspaper people have recognized and made

use of -- the 5 W's and How -- can now be introduced: Where,

and perhaps How and lita did the lion run? Adverbs, prepositions, phrases)

clauses, oven participles come tumbling out as answers are given to these

questions. Amazingly enough, as the child answers the questions Who?

What? Where? When? and How? he's producing syntactic structures.

In Step II you can imagine drawings shoing a cage and a setting

sun. Or the child can imagine them. With °itch visually perceived

drawings you can ask children questions -- Where? and When? These

questions elicit words and syntactic structures that fill out the story,

giving it context in space and time -- all within the structure of a

single sentence. We can parmit children to use their own memories and

imaginations to compose their narrative sentences. Where would they

like the lion to run? When would they like him to run? How would they

like him to run? How do lions run? We can toll How with verbs, adverbs,

and phrases. (Notice Step' 1V)
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Tho outline also chows (Step V, page 3) how mrj:,atiyitLentonces

can be expanded -- not by embedding words into other pooplele sentences

but by every child responding to his own perceptions, memories, and

imagination -- as he tells a story, real or make-believe.

We see Yaw we can tell more about our lion or about any noun --

by asking the question, "What more can you tell us about the lion --

about the Who or What in the sentence?"

We can move from the sentence-sense of oral composition to written

sentences. Once a child knows what a sentence is and what a particular

sentence means, he can deal with it as ho masters the writing system.

It is no longer a group of words beginning with a capital letter and

-- who knows where?

In storytelling we can also go from the narrative sentence to

action-sequences -- relating series of actions.

In the simple, self-generated narrative sentence lies the essence

of all storytelling, of all narrative literature, as well as the real

stories that children can tell about the real world around them and

about themselves. From this beginning we can move into the kind of

composition that we call reporting -- into news reporting and into

observation, journal-keeping, and so on.

The world of make-believe storytAling includes not only narrative

fiction, but drama, in which students can participate by pantomime and in

acting out with dialogue composed in writing or improvised. Then wo

can ask the child to move from dialogue to monologue -- from drama to

narrative. Tho world of storytelling can also include action in comic

stk_p frames -- so that the children tell stories in several ways,



I. Perception Naming )1* Sentence making

1,

. Perception: What 42...mutat

A thing; a living thing
(a noun)

EtaLUEL a lion
OrganizingLI

'Peroepti9nt Tatila5a1-1122
An action (a verb)

Namingi run, runs, or running

Organizing: The lion runs.
(sentence)

Storytelling: The lion ran,
(narrative sentence)

hastekkall WhatAlierLima
The Qualities of the thing
tadjectives)

Names tan, golden

big (small)

dangerous; horrible)
proud; happy; beautiful

Orgal4zing; The :&ion is tan.,
(Sentence)

,Trutbte lin The lion is tan,
perce ved)

The nails horrible,
(teroeption Ms)

Lions are'tan, horrible, etc.
(generalization)
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II. §121211111a&!111121LEWAILIWILEMIL

TjtpLltiheWisdHowWhohat?JLyhere?When?Wh?

and How?

T2212111altILL Li1111.21111a021

The lion* ran,

*Q -- a lion is not a per8oni You can

Who What

The lion ran

ask, "What did what?"

Where

into theAage,
(preposition and
prepositional phrase)

When

At sundown

Yesterday
(time noun)

Then
(adverb of time)

Who

the lion

What

ran

Where When)

into the cage

here (adverb of place)

When

At sundown

How

happily
(adverb of manner)

Who

the lion

Where

into the cage

What

ran

Why,

because he was
afraid of the dart'.

III. Types of

The action that we perceive may) of course, involve-another

UAW
The lion ate the lobster.

The lion walked with the lamb.

The lion sang for his supp6r.
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The action may be extended by an infinitives

The lion prepared to eat his suOper,

The lion planned to go to bed early,

The action may inolude a situations

The lion saw that the keeperhad left

the ()age door open,

The aotion may include conversation, in one of two formes

The lion roared, "This lobster over000ked."

The lion said that the lobster was excellent,

IV. T0441410144 anaotor...

How the aotion is performed can be told in several ways.

(a) A more precise verbs

The lion munched the lobster,

(b) An adverb of manners

The lion absent-mindedly ate the lobster.

(c) A phrase:

The lion swallowed the lobster in one gulps
(d) A present participles

The lion, staring sadly into space, finally
polished off the lobster.

g3c

'Sentences '03456iide'd more 10-64t the
the WhOte in-the setitehoe,'in- several ways

4

The'' 0`.1611:6I6tis -130bet
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with participles'

The scowling lion ate the

with phraeeis

The lion in the zoo ate a

with clauses:

The lion, which had not had a scoare meal

in three days, ate the lobster, which had

been flown in from Maine,

overcooked lobster.

lobster from Maine,

tell n Se

All sentences do not tellA,stOry,of course, Some ask question0.

Some give commands or directions or make requests. Some

attempt to tell the truth. Back in ,Frame 3 we saw a-lion that

some of us might call dasprous -- an attempt to tell the

truth about this lion,

A "Trfttelling sentence" may, of course, be a deliberate

attempt to deoeive, or simply fail to capture the truth, or

express an opinion that may or may not be true or even testable.

For examples

A.lion is an-animal.

A lion. is dangerous,

:X ama,:lioni

T'om not -a- lion,

Wutht4illing sehtehoes gon4filly usea'form f i n n.the

presesit'tesise 'rather this') a'verbinAhdliain oft

alwayet
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Lions roar.

A lion has a tail.

The lion has a stomach'ache.

(The last sentence is not a "story," but the lion lata

stomach ache is, in fact, a little story, and thus, can be

regarded as a narrative sentence, Narrative sentences can tell
,..,

the truth, but they tell a truth about an action that too

place in a context of space and time (Where and When). -w a

different kind of truth from the truthtelling sentence. The

truthtelling sentence is a more sophisticated way of organizing

perceptions and abstractions, It is the basis of expository

writing.)

James 3, Russell
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Page 2

(Page 1 not included)

IR we listen to the VrAC011 of children, what do wo hoar? What do

wa lam from thou?

I am speaking now of children who have not At galaja0221

Havo not read a word

Have not loarnod a oinglo rule of grammar

Wd learn that they can ac Egps and agml languagel,

k4 mitleil1113,uo that by the time a child enters 801°4,

he has already learned of all that

ho will over learn about langulge

Po have not made much use of this fact, Have we?

In any wont, we know that the pro-school child can

1. Issuo cam' ands

2. Hake requoobe

3. Ask questions.

4. Toll stories

5. Attempt, to otato tatths about the world -- von an ilig911

is an Otommt to state a truth. (a lio)

Ho doos all this orally

In the form of Mime.

Lotto notice

1. That there is a separate pmagse to each of these mAgg of

language.

There io'a separate kl.pd g centenco for each of those purposes',

A) A-9sznakflIpnce. (Givelt-to me.)

b)` /VI reattot sett erico';'( Please- give it/ to' me
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o) A 141Ljugi 4 (Where are your going?)

0 A AtirAP12144Ponta12. (Our dog ran awaY.)
-narrative

e) A Wjtaling....poten,c9,. (Thin ice ore&M it too cold.)

Tho sentence is oruoial to our cause as teachers.

4 0

4. A soattnal is something more than a group of words beginning with a

capital lotter, ending with CO) That is why a course in reading.

is not the way to teach the sentence.

We wet go back before the writing. sxatz to learn what a sentence

really is

its W...M.21,.

its noMna

7r011Natt

a) The tluat is that in the ,ca,, 414 0 of children they_

may use sentences, but they do not know that they are using

theta. They do not am and classify.

b) Also we want children to learn M94,..mtly1 sentences -r not-

commanda, requests, or questions; In oonversation-.- dial0gUe--

these declarative sentences are often el S or,

audience, time, space, assumed. (They did too.)

So,-how do wo give a child thie'sense'Of the sentence?

1, -Oreata occasions for'him'tC'cqammmimt4

2; Start i8..thl.hti_ 140A...A

.that cat
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3. Lot him Lama Wm, 1049ng, iNtatkLut that he sees, hears,

smells, tastes, and touohos.

4. Then lot him tell et.U19,11 about what those Wit can 00

Or attempt to state truths about them .1- tell what they can kg,

4 41

6. Let me suggest a way in which we can use grammar to help children to

compose their own seLtences: Let me try to show how grammar and

composition become one at the lentence level,

1, Wt begin with what a child can pprogke.

What can a child ..What can any one of us perceive -- see, hear,

smell, taste, or touch .- around us?

He can perceive things objects,

Letts look around us now. VittA can wo woe*
Chairs,' tables, lights, magazines non-living t nae,

But Ilyinggaloo, as well people.

Now those are all familiar zialtence. azaxlv units ok

e _planpa. Because they are familiar and maxim we give mat..

to these tuna.

One of the first things that an does with language is to use it to ,e,

Until we can give names to things, they are not really ours, not really

usable. Perhaps you have noticed that children cannot really enjoy.

things, classify them, or compose with them until they know the

name of it,

2, Let teintroduee a On that we can all name and talk -about a

thing-that= it somewhere between cchair and A person w Let me

-

introdUce an aftiM61. Le-me-name this animal. It -- and all dings
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like it -- have the name lion=

3. I3ecaueo you are adults, / ask you to imagine that you can

met:live in front of us here -. a lion. Here is something that

in our imagination helped by memory, we can perceive -- see,

hear, well, and touch.

4. Now what else can we perceive?

We can perceive ac ions,

You can see me mom, hear me tat,.

mat °lee can we, and children, perceive?

We can perceive aoligga .4-the gmakkiga of thin , The

2olox of a 244,,the. a of a ma -- the gAze of a

magazine.

4 f 111

4..01
6, So we and children infants for that matteroan'peroeive tam)

Bailm, and

WO can perceive 1104A, YAttAi and .66,1$411121.

7, Now lot me introduce an idea that I oall Noun Power.'

AU nouns have the.powevto gsl and to ha.

Our io here has the power to run, oa ,

You and I have the ¶ to perform many mama -- many m --

'to talk to each other, to dream; )104, ApnagLqyas vally

as many ef:tholdbli'that the-lion can cOmMaild.

tren_a chairliaa time powei:tordo' to -t- A6-oluggio4w

or tigh_ Qn a' room,
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3. So 1 can ask you, or a child

What is the lion doing?

And yvu will see Mw in a picture, or real life,' or in your

imagination that the lion is running, You will respond and :lay,

The lion ruts or is running.`

You have responded with a sentence.. You have genalai4 your own

sentence from perceived material. I am sorry to have to report

that any child can do this too. e.

Now suppose x ask what else can the lia do? Wh4ie its Noun

Power?

The lion can eat, sleep, kill.

We get more self.generated sentences. Now toll. me a-story'about a

lion 44 any lion, your lion.

The lion killed a man.

Note_ the pact -tense .- the storytelling tense. So *we have

genorated.storytelling,sontences based on perception, aPplying

the idea of Noun-Power. -Wp_pan go on to toll-all sotto -Of stories

about lions, or hing.

We can 049 use this idea of Noun Power_ to compose a different
_ /lit() to "r' ---

kind of l ono that attempts to tea.1.Limtja about the lion.

_The lien is fat.

liens have-the- Noun Power to bela&J t 144 Even our- opinion

is an 'attellipt to:tell the truth-,

The liori-itt beautiful or horrible -- A Matter-Of -opinion.
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10, So in this way we can create occasions for children to compose

their own sentences expressing their opinion, or truths,
-
or

wkitof

stories first orally and then in writing.

11, To elicit sentences that tell stories, we can ask, waho -u or

what -- did what?

A lion ran.

I e ? Yesterday -- an adverb

As the sun set, the lion -- a clause

Wham? Here -- an adverb

rough, the jungle a zao tip, and Wag,
liow? Slowly -- an adverb of manner

yl,a7 Because he was hungry.

These five Wimiapow are the elements of tarjatty,e,, and
narrative is the simpleeti, most natural, most interesting' way

of arranging our 'perceptions, ow world, or the world of a child
.of cori...jasjp

. 01

Ask who, a , ym, en, hob and 04, and you will get luau*
-st otures, to give it the term of liguists. Children will be using

grammar to compose.

12,- You can imagine what can be done in elementary of asses with

..storytelling,

We can toll stories in $14.11atorm with unto e ELAt.44

and with 'iliAt3(24 e, improvised and written, We can- then -ask

etUde-its to' tell- Oa' story'-as -4-ntirrativis We dan'tise-

otrip4,t0 h6lo'Gtuitonts to 66-coeh6t!'tictio:n-
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13. We can move on beyond the sentence to help students to use

language for three general purposes.

a. Xsaisudjain storytelling and poetry

b. wagna .. the world of news -- the real world involving

paRpoltal, 21,f 21:wituaz vo a, other areas,of schoO1 work.
:as

e, Ip_paputft advertisements; TV commercials, letters to

the editor.

7. Tried to show

How grammar can be used to 4omrose, ordlly and in uzlttftai How the

voices and minds of children can replaoetteitbookeedq in the classroom.:

84 But pktill"41...,1°!Sal5'? UP11114tAllaltda4491dta,
olasa?

...114:4149,4.119LIPALAW111A1 s .11,-etah$ Pr.0414121.2,-

AY 1. SomethingUatIwould not swfitotbook".

2. Something fee-ot ...itlat,n.Aat.,(90"42§41-cW.1401416

often more difficult than material

a. Something that would encourage amma -- not memorizing ,rte

4. Something that would include Appal kaleptatiscok,4,_?

appropriate AlASSWISILAILIA e.tAkiltk; real world) newspaper,

advertising, Amu to develop_

Not oonsunable -- We might call-this a magatlpe.-5.

111- Secondly, need a-place'Where student can writo,-i 'mptiag,

or er. his world in'languago.

a-Rompso tapk
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Responoe Book

Let me explain here the teaching process that I foresee.

1, Visual material in the "magazine" activated orally for composing'

orally.

2. Oral responses names, nouns, verbs, des. aentoncos.

3, some of these oral responses are "captured" by teacher on the

chalk board -- as a guide more toward writing.

4. Oral discussion based on chalk board.

5. Da in Bm p° o k student is also correeting his oral responses to

writing. The Etsm___Ise ock would be structured for this.

6. Time 5 minutes, say -- is given to permit student of write his

notes, his sentences pre-writing, writing in &Aimee.,

developing astory.

Then compare written noteswith others -- learn from peers.

Then move into oompleting a story on his own .

9, So we uant a Wittuaail.ndthe following stem

a. Perception

Is. Oral experience

o. Notation

d. Ordering - organizing

e, Composing

ti- Self,-editing

.A400.§Ilhorgittlar
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So we want A Itagoalk which

Pormits individual flexibility of lmanat o wit irk a structure,
Child not limited by ability to_roa

by
4241.11.diUmag21

by tot that he nay not pope from a lrguago-orientedhomo
I et

He is working with oral a v sus material but ho is learning to write
Tnterohange of

oral/writing/ideas-- his oumbthors qe(46'611

aperia2gh Inoludos for each loasson A Model Lesson presented AB 4
script for oral delivery, showing how lesson can be developed,

But the finaljwand achievement cq' such a program cannot be
porceived in its materials -- for those lie in the voices of
of the childron and in their ,written responses -- a5 they Compose.


